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 "The Teacher Would Call Me 'Piggy1,
 fSmelleyf, fDirtyf, Names Like That":
 Prying Open a Discussion of
 Domestic Violence for Educators
 Lois Weis and Michele Fine
 This was the 1996 Ira Gorden Lecture.
 © 1997 The University of North Carolina Press
 (The Teacher) would call me "piggy", "smelly",
 "dirty", names like that, and the kids started
 following along with it. And I'd say, by the
 fourth grade, I started cleaning myself out. I
 didn't care anymore, but my father had this
 thing that you were allowed to take a bath once
 a week. He would measure the shampoo, he
 would measure the soap, and if he thought
 somebody was using the shampoo when he
 said you shouldn't, you'd get a beating. But I
 got sick of it, and the beatings almost became
 to be painless when hit with a belt or punched,
 it just... it almost didn't phase me anymore,
 and I figured I'd rather be clean and go to
 school and have friends, because it hurt more
 to not have friends than to be hit by my father.
 - Anna, a twenty six year old white female
 Anna is a twenty six year old white female in
 Buffalo, New York. A single mother, she has
 one son, age eight. She is on public assistance
 and is unemployed at the present time. Anna
 has been in and out of abusive relationships
 throughout much of her young life, beginning
 with her father. When she went to school,
 she recalls that the teacher called her names,
 inciting the other children to do so as well.
 Thus abuse at school was heaped upon this
 young five year old - abuse which layered
 upon that meted out by her father in the
 home. Granted, Anna probably did smell;
 she probably was dirty; she was being raised
 by an abusive alcoholic father and her mother
 could not protect her. She could not even
 protect herself. Why should the school join
 the chorus of abuse begun in the home? Why
 shouldn't we, as educators, know more about
 domestic violence as it rips through our
 childrens' homes, rendering so much of what
 we try to do so meaningless? Why is there so
 little discussion of domestic terror in the
 literature on education? In our academic
 journals? Why is there a substantial
 literature on domestic violence which is
 read only by those who are concerned
 specifically with this issue? For educators,
 in particular, it is critically important that
 we understand domestic violence and
 recognize the ways in which such violence
 potentially affects our students.
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 For this is not something that is left in the
 home. The violence of the home is dragged
 into the school in a variety of ways, and it is a
 problem that we need to understand. Much
 like the police, according to our informants,
 we leave home based violence in the "private"
 sphere - seeing it as a "domestic problem,"
 and therefore unrelated to what we do. Time
 and time again our interviewees called the
 police, only to be shunned, to be told that this
 is a "private" matter, or, even worse, to set the
 stage for an abusive husband to explain to an
 understanding police officer that "she just
 doesn't take care of the house, she deserves to
 be beaten." As educators, we need to pry open
 this space of domestic violence, to recognize
 its breadth and potential in the lives of our
 students. This paper does just that. Through a
 careful look at data gathered in two northeastern
 cities, we place the voices of white working
 class women center stage as regards the issue
 of violence in the home. All of us need to listen
 to their words carefully - to hear their terror,
 and their pain. We all need to think through
 what this means for our classrooms and our
 schools. At the end of the paper we will address
 the effects that witnessing such violence has
 on children.
 We have selected to analyze a sub-sample of
 white women in order to reveal what we now
 know to be so profoundly true: that domestic
 violence, physical, mental and sexual, affects
 poor and working class girls and women at
 dramatic rates across racial and ethnic groups.
 We know, further, that while African American
 and Latina women have been demonized and
 assaulted in the media as if they were the only
 women experiencing such violence, our
 interview and focus group information suggests
 that white women are as vulnerable, if not
 more so, but far less likely to reveal the violence,
 report it to the police, seek an order of
 protection, take a husband/boyfriend to court,
 exit to a shelter. Indeed, these white women,
 brutalized as much if not worse than their
 sisters of color, keep intimate violence a secret,
 and invite their children to do the same.
 Thus, we work to provide what may be a
 counter-hegemonic text; one that reveals a
 well known social secret that white women are
 beaten and bruised just like women of all
 colors - but white women keep the faith.
 Throughout this essay, our (Lois and Michelle)
 authorial voice is both clear and muted. It is
 muted because we wish to force educators to
 listen to the passions and pains of white
 working class women as they struggle for
 survival. It is clear because we are appalled by
 this phenomenon which has reached epidemic
 proportion. In addition we feel strongly that
 the current rightward trend in politics and
 policy making will only exacerbate the problem
 of violence in the home rather than solve it. As
 we retreat in policy terms to the warm coziness
 of the "private" sphere, in which a man, his
 wife, and their children are increasingly
 responsible for themselves, as opposed to state
 intervention in the form of welfare, no-fault
 divorce, and cuts in public sector jobs which
 have historically benefited women, we need to
 ask, who will benefit from this arrangement?
 Does the family operate equally for men and
 women in this regard? Or, does the retreat from
 welfare funding and other social programs
 designed to help the needy mean that more
 and more women will be pushed into the
corners of the private sphere only, with no
 escape valve when the going gets tough? It is
 here where our authorial voice is loud and
 clear - we think the current rightward drift in
 policies regarding the family will only
 exacerbate the trends outlined below.
 Our message to educators here is fourfold 1)
 domestic violence is pervasive; 2) violence
 permeates the biographies of white working
 class women, whether "settled" or "hard living,"
 3) domestic terror is silent and only the "hard
 livers" speak about it; yet, ironically they are
 demoralized for being "bad women" who cannot
 sustain a family; and 4) domestic violence affects
 our students in schools, both in terms of the
 violence that they have witnessed, or are
 witnessing currently, as well as by the fact that
 they are being raised by parents who were
 reared in violent homes. It is this set of points
 that we will pursue in order to pry open a
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 discussion of domestic violence for educators.
 Recently Gelles and Cornell (1990) have
 suggested that "people are more likely to be
 killed, physically assaulted, hit, beaten up,
 slapped, or spanked in their own homes by
 other family members than anywhere else, or
 by anyone else, in our society. Some observers
 (Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz, 1980) have
 proposed that violence in the family is more
 common than love" (p. 11) While we typically
 think of the family as a space of refuge, a place
 to recuperate from the beatings of the outside
 world, it does not, in fact, operate that way for
 many many people, particularly women. It is the
 tendency to think of the family as a space that
 people flee to for safety that has prevented us
 from seeing the violence that takes place there.
 Although there are several forms of violence and
 maltreatment in the home, this essay concerns
 itself with spousal abuse and, by extension,
 child abuse (Gelles and Cornell 1990; Baker,
 Arbitell, Me Ferron, 1988). In the vast majority of
 spousal abuse cases, it is men abusing their
 wives and lovers (Dobash and Dobash, 1979),
 and womens' abuse of husbands pales into
 statistical insignificance (Gelles and Cornell,
 1990).
 It is somewhat difficult to define what acts are
 violent and what acts are physical but not
 necessarily violent. This is, as Gelles and
 Cornell (1990) suggest, because there are
 varying cultural and subcultural views as to
 whether certain behaviors are acceptable or
 unacceptable. However, it is far too difficult to
 employ a definition that takes all these
 subcultural variations into account. For this
 reason we employ a definition of violence that
 has been used by numerous researchers. This
 definition views violence "as an act carried out
 with the intention or perceived intention of
 causing physical pain or injury to another
 person" (Gelles and Cornell, 1990, p. 22). This
 physical pain can range from a slap to murder.
 However it is arguably the case that this range
 is too wide. For this reason violence is
 subdivided into two categories. It is with the
 category that, Gelles & Cornell (1990) call
 abusive violence" that we are most concerned
 here. These acts are defined as those which
 have a high potential for actually injuring the
 person being hit. Examples here include
 punches, kicks, choking, beatings, shootings,
 stabbings, or attempted shootings, stabbings or
 chokings. This set of definitions does not,
 obviously, take into account neglect, emotional
 abuse, sexual abuse, and failure to thrive as
 forms of abuse. While these are indeed, arguably
 all forms of abuse, our concern here is with
 violence as manifested physically and as
 conceptualized as being with the intent to
 injure. Any kick, beating, punch, bite and so
 forth falls within this latter category (Gelles
 and Cornell 1990). We pull out physical abuse
 here because of the particular nature of
 consequences suffered when homes are
 characterized by this type of violence. It is, in
 fact, this form of violence that is consistently
 narrated by our interviewees, as reported later.
 Researchers have argued persuasively that
 domestic violence permeates the class structure
 in the United States and the fact that such
 violence is so pervasive remains a hidden
 secret (Dobash and Dobash, 1979; Gelles and
 Cornell, 1990). Although such violence spans
 the class structure, it is also the case that
 domestic violence is more pervasive in the
 working and poor classes. In this paper we
 analyze the lives of white working class women
 in contemporary de-industrialized urban
 communities. Our data derive from a large
 scale Spencer Foundation project that was
 designed to capture the narrations of low
 income white, Latino/Latina, and African
 American men and women, ages 20-40 as to
 what their life has been like since leaving high
 school. As part of this project we probed their
 early family life as well as their current
 situations, concerning issues of family,
 schooling, employment, social activism,
 religion and neighborhood/community. One
 hundred and fifty individuals were interviewed
 in Jersey City and Buffalo combined, in
 interviews which, over two segments, spanned
 between 3-5 hours in length.
 Intervi wees were drawn from "self selected
 and meaningful urban communities" such as
 Headstart programs, welfare offices, literacy
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 centers, churches, parenting groups in schools
 and community organizations such as
 Hispanics United and the Urban League. In
 addition, extensive focus group interviews were
 held within each of the targeted groups. We
 did, for example, focus group interviews with
 white, African- American and Latina mothers
 who were receiving welfare; African American
 men who are currently active in their church
 as a way of expressing social activism and
 preserving hope for the future; and white
 working class women who currently have their
 children enrolled in a Diocesan elementary
 school. All interviewees were selected by the
 gatekeepers of each of the organizations with
 which we worked. We then contacted each
 person individually, interviewed them, and,
 often at a later date, interviewed them along
 with their friends. We highlight this set of
 points only to indicate that all of our
 interviewees are currently connected to
 meaningful networks and do not represent, in
 all likelihood, the most alienated individuals
 within any given community, although these
 women, especially the white women, are often
 alienated from kin in so far as they are the one's
 "left behind" in communities of concentrated
 poverty as more fortunate siblings "flee up"
 and out to more affluent suburbs. These, then,
 are low income, poor and working class women
 from varying communities, who continue to
 find themselves snared by the structural
 inequities of the American class system.
 For this paper our sample includes white
 women from Buffalo, New York and Jersey
 City, New Jersey. Buffalo is a community of
 relatively "stable" working class households,
 in which white men, until quite recently,
 enjoyed a rich economy of manufacturing and
 other blue collar, unionized positions. Hit by a
 dramatic sweep of de-industrialization in the
 70s and early 80s, Buffalo's white working
 class today has suffered from downward
 mobility, relative to the generation before them
 (Weis, 1990; Perry, 1987). In vivid contrast,
 Jersey City is a port city on the Northeast coast,
 textured in languages, cultures and dense
 communities of recent immigrants, suffering
 since the 50s in loss of working class and blue
 collar jobs. A much more transient and less
 "stable" city, Jersey City prides itself on ethnic
 diversity, access to New York City, and has
 become one of the experimental sites for new
 welfare reform policies.
 Our sample totals thirty white working class/
 poor women, drawn from churches, literacy
 programs, welfare offices and schools. Of the
 thirty, 77% are high school graduates (100% of
 the women in Buffalo and 55% of the women
 from Jersey City); 53% are employed, primarily
 in clerical and blue collar positions. A full
 63% are in relationships with adult males,
 with 36% married. An important distinction
 between the two communities indicates that
 while 56% of the Buffalo women are legally
 married, only 8% of the Jersey City women are.
 The men to whom these women are married/
 attached work either in civil service/white
 collar jobs (44%, e.g. firemen, social services)
 or in blue collar positions (44%), with 12%
 currently unemployed. Sixty percent of the
 women have children. The difference between
 the Buffalo and Jersey City sample is due less
 to differences between the two cities than to
 the fact that some names were drawn through
 a welfare program in Jersey and that is not the
 case in Buffalo.
 Given this, as well as the interview data
 themselves, it became easy to distinguish
 between women living in two presumably
 distinct domestic scenes, what is noted in the
 literature as "hard livers" and "settled livers"
 (Howell, Kurz, 1995). "Settled living" women
 survive within what appear to be stable, intact
 amily structures. In deceptively seeming
 contrast, "hard living" women float between
 types of households, move in and out of welfare,
 have less education, and more (if low paying)
employment. The important point here is that
 despite these seeming differences our analysis
 leads us to conclude that almost all of these
 poor and white working class women are
 negotiating lives disrupted by an inhospitable
 economy to them and their men and almost all
 of these women are surviving within scenes of
 domestic violence. Although the literature is
 replete with understandings about the
 differences between the lives of "hard" and
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 "settled" working class families, there is in fact
 little difference on the dimension of domestic
 violence. Domestic violence permeates the lives
 of both sets of women, and whether one is a
 "hard liver" or a "settled liver" makes very
 little difference in terms of witnessing violence
 as a child, or one's life being saturated with
 violence in the recent past. Violence is a
 pervasive fact of white working class women's
 lives. The major difference between "hard"
 and "settled" living women is whether or not
 they talk about this violence. In other words,
 the major difference on this one dimension is
 the extent to which they let the secret about
 white working class womens' lives out. A
 major distinction between the "settled" livers
 and the "hard" livers may, sadly, be determined
 more by whether or not the woman has exited
 from her violent home. While current political
 debates romanticize the "settled lives"
 woman - the good woman who stays home,
 cares for her children and husband and "plays
 by the rules" - and demonize the "hard
 living" woman - the bad mother who leaves
 her home, lives in poverty, flees her man
 and, intermittedly, relies on social services,
 our data suggest that these women come
 from the same communities, endure equivalent
 levels of violence as they narrate their
 biographies, and differ only to the extent to
 which their "private troubles" become public
 (Mills, 1959).
 That these two groups of women come from
 and are living within very similar domestic
 contexts in some ways is particularly striking
 as welfare "reform" debates contend that "hard
 living" women are lazy, irresponsible and
 unwilling to commit to domestic life. Our data
 suggest, instead, that white poor and working
 class women are faced with high levels of
 domestic violence in their lives, whether they
 are in "in tact" families or not. In the national
 and state level debates on welfare, those women
 who exit from domestic arrangements are being
 demonized as if it is their fault that domestic
 life is not tranquil. Our data suggest that such
 women may, instead, be exposing the
 fundamental fallacy of the family wage and
 domestic ideology in the United States. The
 "hard living" women force us to confront what
 is really going on in many working class
 families - rather than being an aberration of
 working class family life, the "hard living"
 women are the ones who "exit" from domestic
 arrangements that are far more widespread than
 we have been willing to admit. Unfortunately,
 the fact that it is the demonized women who
 speak, who tell the truth, makes it all the more
 easy to ignore their words about white working
 class family life. Here we hear from both "hard"
 and "settled livers," and must face the
 pervasiveness of domestic violence.
 Voices of Passion: Voices of Pain
 Across both Jersey City and Buffalo, and across
 both "hard living" and "settled living" women,
 we document abuse in 92 percent of the
 interviews. To put it another way, only 8
 percent of white working class women in our
 sample do not narrate histories or contemporary
 experiences of abuse somewhere in their lives.
 These women have been severely beaten, and,
 many have been beaten repeatedly, abused by
 a parent, former lover, current husband/
 boyfriend, and/or have a sister currently being
 beaten by her husband or boyfriend. While the
 proportion of women being beaten is incredibly
 high (higher than estimates in the literature
 which range about 70 percent), it is even more
 striking that this is a well guarded secret in
 white working class communities. "Settled
 living" women are at great pains to keep this
 information secret as they go about raising
 children and protecting the ideology of the
 "good" family life. It is only when white working
 class women become "hard living" - exit from
 the nuclear family arrangement - that they are
 consistently willing to speak loudly and clearly
 about abuse in the class fraction. "Settled
 women" would speak to us softly in the confines
 of our interviews, telling us their terrifying
 histories, but once we pulled them together in
 focus groups, silence set in. "Settled" women
 were no longer willing to speak about abuse,
 even though we knew from the individual
 interviews that many of the women sitting with
 us had histories of abuse.
 Our data parallel those gathered by sociologist
 D mie Kurz ( 1995), who randomly sampled
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 divorced women from Philadelphia (N= 1 2 9) and
 found that across classes and races a full 70
 percent of these divorced women had
 experienced violence at the hands of their
 husbands. Although Kurz intended to study
 divorce, she rapidly altered the study to be one of
 domestic violence. Within her sample, Kurz
 identified a set of family characteristics described
 as "hard living." These were families involved
 with violence, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, and
 husband's absence from home. Kurz found that
 these characteristics were disproportionately
 associated with poor and working class homes.
 Many of these women - concerned about the
 effects of drugs and alcohol on their children and
 on themselves - left their men. What is different
 in our sample, however, is that we find that the
 conditions of "hard living" are being narrated as
 part and parcel of "settled living" lives as well.
 Drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and violence span
 across the narrations of working class women,
 whether "hard living" or not.
 We now take you into the private worlds of
 three of our narrators - Suzanne, Kathy and
 Anna-in order to open up the whole cloth of
 women's pain, passion and violence which
 fester beneath the surface of this gendered and
 raced class fraction. Suzanne is a 31-year-old
 white female. She is among the "settled lives"
 women, married and currently a volunteer in
 a local school. She is unemployed and has four
 children. She and her husband have applied
 for public assistance but were denied funds
 because they fell over the designated income
 line for qualification. Her story of growing up
 with two alcoholic parents weaves through the
 ways in which alcohol abuse and violence
 saturate her family of origin and all who were
 associated with this family:
 Q: Can you describe your family to me?
 A: Mine (laughs). ..Urn, well, mine wasn't
 very, urn, I grew up in an alcoholic family.
 Q: Urn, both parents?
 A: Both parents were alcoholics, so we
 basically were left alone a lot. And, or we were
 raised, basically, in the back room of a bar.
 Q: Really?
 A: We, yeah, we didn't have a good home
 life as far as that goes. That's probably why
 I'm the opposite.
 Q: Um hm.
 A: But, urn, I don't know. There was no,
 there was always degrading things said to
 us. We weren't, there was none of the self-
 esteem stuff (no attempt to build the
 children's self-esteem), or anything else
 like that. We were always called dumb and
 stupid and told we weren't going to amount
 to anything.
 Q: How many siblings do you have?
 A: I have two, well, I had three sisters and
 one brother. One sister died of SIDS
 (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) when
 she was three months old. And my brother
 committed suicide when he was twenty-
 seven because he just couldn't handle, he,
 he was one of those kids that never felt like
 he fit in. So, he did everything, what
 everybody dared him to. And one kid,
 when he was twenty-one, somebody dared
 him to jump into the creek, in the middle
 of winter. And he did. And he became
 paralyzed.
 Q: Really?
 A: So, when he was twenty-seven he
 killed himself because he couldn't handle
 the fact that being paralyzed and not getting
 married and not, you know, having
 anything else.
 Q. He wasn't married or have any children?
 A: No, he didn't have any kids to begin
 with. So , he was , and my other sister turned
 out to be an alcoholic because she followed
 my parents' steps. And my other sister is
 an oddity. Because they usually say if you
 come from an alcoholic family, you're
 either an alcoholic or you're totally against
 it. I'm totally against it (drinking). My
 sister turned out to be an alcoholic , and my
 other sister is a social drinker (laughs).
 Which they say doesn't happen.
 Suzanne draws attention to the ways in which
 alcohol and violence were, for her, linked:
 A: Yeah. Because we have asked her, how
 come she doesn't remember certain things,
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 or how much does she remember. Or, what
 she thought, like, because of the way my
 sister turned out (the alcoholic). You know,
 she's so condemning of my (alcoholic)
 sister. And I told her, but look at what we
 were raised in. That's the same, it's the
 same thing. And that's the first thing my
 other sister (the alcoholic) will say is, "well,
 mom and dad did it and we're all here."
 But we're not all here. You know, my
 brother killed himself because of it. And,
 she actually lost her life because of it,
 because she's so busy drinking. She's not
 raising her kids either. So her kids are
 going through the same thing, basically, all
 over again. And she also, my mother was
 abused by my father all the time. And my
 sister let men beat her up too. She used to
 get beat up terrible all the time. So, her kids
 have seen that already too. And they say
 that's another trend.
 Q. What is?
 A: The abuse. (...) You try to find somebody
 like your father and you end up in that type
 of situation. And just like my brother, my
 brother hated to see my father beat up my
 mother. But at the same time, he beat the
 hell out of his girlfriends. So, it's, it's a
 thing, after you see it, you think it's normal,
 even though it's not. (...) I'm against it
 (alcohol) , because I saw my mother though
 (who also was an alcoholic) I mean, my
 father used to tell my mother, "Who would
 take you with four kids? What would you
 do (if you left me or I left you)?" And he
 used to call her fat and ugly, and she was
 beautiful and thin. You know, but it's a
 game they play to keep you in your place.
 She comments further below:
 And with me with my father, he tried
 once. He used to try to, used to fondle me.
 And that was about it. So, and then one
 time he grabbed me and I smacked him. It
 was the only time I ever hit my father
 because I don't believe that you should
 ever hit your parents but I swore that he
 was not going to do to me what he did to
 the rest of that family. And since that
 time, he never touched me because I'm
 bigger than him. . . But I think that's the
 only thing that saved me though, is, was
 because of the fact that i wouldn't let him
 anywhere near me. And my mother ... (is
 the same size). . . I used to tell my mother,
 why didn't you sit on him? He was so thin
 and so little, you could have just sat on
 him instead of getting beat up all the time.
 But my mother wouldn't. She was afraid
 of him. Yeah, I used to get to the point
 where I stood in between the two of them,
 praying that neither one of them would
 hurt each other, and I'd end up getting
 punched in the middle because I couldn't
 stop them and get them departed. But
 they were both as sad, as far as my father
 would come home drunk. He would go
 out on the couch and go to sleep and my
 mother would wake him up and drag him
 off the couch. Well, you're asking for a
 fight, you know ... I don't want him
 hitting her. Just like I don't want her
 hitting him. I mean, there was blood in
 our house just about every day. Somebody
 was always whacked with something. And
 dinner time, to this day, I still don't sit at
 the dinner table with my kids. We eat in
 the parlor in front of the TV, or whatever.
 I can't sit at a table and eat with my kids.
 Because every time we sat and ate, we had
 to sit there. And you weren't allowed to
 leave and just as you're getting ready to
 eat, a fight broke out and you couldn't
 leave the kitchen. So you had to sit there
 and listen to it. So I can't sit at the table.
 Contrary to the Norman Rockwell images of
 the nuclear family sitting down to eat dinner
 together, Suzanne, as a child, is enmeshed
 within a set of family relations that drown in
 alcoholism and, according to her, violence
 associated with that drinking. As she states,
 "the scariest thinking is never knowing if you
 were going to wake up and have a mother and
 father," or what would be going on when she
 awoke. She recounts sleeping in her clothes
 every day of her life in the event that she had
 to flee her house in the middle of the night. The
 fact that she now sleeps without clothes is seen
 and felt as an act of immense liberation.
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 Suzanne, however, is not the only example of
 such abuse, nor even necessarily the most
 extreme. The fact of the matter is that these
 white, working-class women's lives are
 saturated with fear and violence that seems to
 mount from the moment that they are born.
 This is not, of course, to suggest that every
 working-class household looks this way, only
 that the extent of the domestic violence, rough
 and hard, has a long- lived and lingering
 presence.
 Kathy is a twenty-four-year-old white female.
 She is currently unemployed, having worked
 previously at Our Lady of Victory Infant Home
 as an aide to profoundly physically and
 mentally handicapped adolescents. Kathy is
 not married but is in a relationship. She has an
 infant son and a five-year-old daughter, neither
 of whom are the children of the man who she
 sees currently. Kathy received WIC benefits
 but has not applied for welfare. Her savings
 amount to $1500; this is what she is living off
 of at the moment. Kathy's life has been filled
 with violence from every direction. A prototype
 of the "hard living" women, she was raised by
 an abusive father, raped when she was twelve
 and brutally assaulted by the father of her first
 child when she was eighteen.
 Q: Were there things when you were
 growing up that frightened you?
 A: My father (terrified me). . .He had a very
 bad temper. Urn, and my mother's drinking.
 My father would never physically hurt my
 mother because she would have packed us
 up in a heartbeat. But he mentally abused
 her. [This contradicts other later statements
 about physical abuse] Nothing was ever
 good enough, nothing was ever right. Urn,
 she wanted to go back to work. He kept
 telling her, "no, no, no. Your place is here,
 la, la, la," Like, urn, like, no matter which
 way she turned, he was there with a
 blockade, trying to stop her from being her
 own person, developing her own will. Urn,
 she started drinking and . . .
 Q: Do you remember her starting drinking?
 A: I don't remember when she started, but
 I do remember one instance very vividly.
 My brothers don't remember this. I was
 ten. We were down in Georgia, visiting my
 father's sister and her husband. Urn, my
 mother was, had a glass and it was half full of
 wine, and what she kept doing was drinking
 it and filling it back up to half when my father
 was home. And I saw this, like, well, my
 father caught on to her. And my father was a
 big man, he was probably 6'1 or 6'2, very very
 stocky, very very, he was, like, solid, except
 for his stomach, urn, and he grabbed all
 three of us, picked us up and threw us in the
 Winnebago and took off. And he was going
 to leave her there. And I remember
 screaming. We must have gone about four
 or five miles out and maybe even more than
 that. We were screaming, screaming, "we
 don't want to leave mama, we don't want to
 leave mama. " He was just going to leave her
 down there and take us with him.
 (...) At that point. I didn't care if he hit me
 or not. I just kept screaming and screaming
 and screaming. And if he hit me I was
 going to scream even louder. I wanted to go
 back, and I didn't care what he did. You
 know, if he slapped me from screaming,
 for screaming, I was going to scream louder.
 I screamed myself hoarse and he finally
 turned around.
 In Kathy's case, it was her mother who was the
 alcoholic. The scenario of violence, however,
 is similar to that of Suzanne. Both Kathy and
 Suzanne narrate lives filled with shock and
 shame, surrounded by hitting, crying, verbal
 abuse, and insecurity. The small Kathy did not
 know whether or not her mother would be
 abandoned by her father in Georgia, and
 Suzanne slept in her clothes each night of her
 young life in case she had to leave the house.
 Anna is a twenty-six-year-old white female. A
 single mother, she has one son, age eight. She
 is on public assistance and is unemployed at
 the present time. She has been in and out of
 abusive relationships throughout much of her
 young life. Amongst the "hard living" group,
 Anna has sought out therapy for the past year
 and has found it helpful for understanding her
 tendency to pursue and stay in abusive alcoholic
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 relationships. She states that she could live
 without a man, that her own sanity is worth
 living by herself if that ends up to be the case. As
 she unravels the fabric of her life through
 therapy, she is forced to confront her past:
 Q: If you think back to your years growing
 up, was there ever a time when you
 remember money being a real problem,
 really being tight in the family?
 A: Not when I was real young. My father
 worked at a place called J. H. Williams,
 and they made tools. He was making pretty
 good money. The only problem was my
 father was a miser and ...
 Q: I remember you told me that.
 A: Actually I really couldn't say he was a
 miser because he would spend money, but
 he would spend money on himself.
 Q: What did he buy for himself?
 A: Oh clothes. He would order things out
 of these magazines that were junk-like. I
 used to get one from Spencer, one from, I
 don't even remember the names of these
 places, but he would order things that
 were just, one thing I can remember was a
 calendar where is was like a lifetime
 calendar. You could just change the months
 on it and the days. When my father passed
 away. I think we had about 30 of them, all
 the same. Coasters. There were tons of
 them, just stupid little things, he would
 buy by quantities. He would save
 everything from twist ties to bags to the
 styrofoam packages from meats, and I can
 understand saving some of it, I save certain
 things like that, somebody can take
 something home; you don't have to worry
 about your dishes disappearing (you can
 use these things to pack food to send home
 with others), but my father, they were in
 the upstairs apartment which we could
 have been renting it if we could have fixed
 it or cleaned it up, because when I was
 young, probably about one, we had a fire,
 and he started fixing the downstairs, but
 he never finished the upstairs, and all of
 his stuff was just up there. It was in my
 bedroom (she never had a bedroom because
 there was too much "garbage" in it - she
 slept in her parents' room); it was in the
 pantry; it was in this other room they used
 to call the cubbyhole which was more of a
 summer kitchen, way back then. There
 was just stuff everywhere, on the kitchen
 table, in the bathtub, just junk that he
 would buy or save. And he used to buy
 himself lots of clothes. He never bought
 me any clothes or my mother any clothes.
 My uncle used to go and get me clothes
 from the Goodwill.
 At a later point, Anna describes her family as
 follows:
 Q: Can you describe your family for me?
 A: Dysfunctional.
 Q: Talk to more about that.
 A: My father's an alcoholic, and my mom
 is mentally ill, she's schizophrenic and it
 was tough. My father was also abusive in
 some ways. He wasn't real abusive
 compared to what you hear about some
 kids going through, but he was abusive
 and he was also ... he had a big belief that
 the man runs everything and the woman
 belongs home barefoot and pregnant.
 Q: Now, were you the only child at home?
 A: Yes.
 Q: You were the only child. How did you
 deal with this kind of family situation?
 A: Urn ... I was kind of the caretaker. I
 did the cooking from, I can remember 7
 years old, making dinner and cleaning, it
 was . . . my father would leave for work.
 I was more or less, I was to take care of my
 mother instead of her taking care of me.
 At school, Anna was picked on by the other
 children due to lack of hygiene.
 A: (The teacher) would call me "piggy,"
 "smelly," "dirty," names like that, and the
 kids started following along with it. And
 I'd say by the fourth grade, I started cleaning
 myself out, I didn't care anymore, but my
 father had this thing that you were allowed
 to take a bath one a week. He would measure
 the shampoo, he would measure the soap,
 and if he thought somebody was using the
 shampoo when he said you shouldn't,
 you'd get a beating (this contradicts her
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 earlier statement that he didn't hit her,
 only verbally abuse her). But I got sick of
 it, and the beatings almost became to be
 painless when hit with a belt or punched,
 it just ... it almost didn't phase me any
 more, and I figured I'd rather be clean and
 go to school and have friends because it
 hurt more to not have friends than to be hit
 by my father.
 Q: Did he ever sexually abuse you?
 A: That's something I really don't
 remember. I know that we all slept in the
 same bed, which was another thing. I didn't
 have my own bedroom. My bedroom was
 filled with garbage, and I remember when
 I started developing, my father could put
 his arm around me and touch me on my
 breasts, and I always wondered; he would
 make it look like he was sleeping, but
 sometimes I thought that he was awake
 because I would move his hand, and it
 would go back up. But I don't remember
 anything more than that. I suspect that
 things had happened when I was in foster
 homes, and that I blocked it out, because I
 do have a lot of hard time with any intimate
 relationships.
 Women growing up in the white, working-class
 are subject to various forms of violence
 throughout their lives. Suzanne, Kathy and
 Anna, describe sexual abuse, verbal abuse and
 physical abuse. Kathy, the daughter of an abusive
 man who attempted to leave his wife in Florida,
 recounts how it is that she is beginning to
 suspect that her father killed his first wife.
 Through self-reflection, she is beginning to piece
 together the emotional fragments of abuse in
 her own life and that of her half sister and is
 coming to believe that her father could have
 shoved his first wife down a flight of stairs, from
 which she suffered an aneurysm the next
 morning and died. Whether this is true or not
 is not the point here. (Apparently she did die
 from an aneurysm; the only question is, the
 extent to which his beating precipitated it).
 The point is that she can imagine that it is
 true - that her father was such a violent man
 that it is conceivable to her that he did, in fact,
 do this. As she approached her teens, she used
 to run by the railroad tracks to get away from
 home. There, one day, she met another sixth
 grader - a boy - who raped her in her secret
 hiding place, that private space to which she
 would run to escape her abusive father. He left
 her with a "surprise package" - she was
 pregnant at the age of twelve; her friend's
 mother arranged for her to have an abortion.
 Kathy was lurched from one violent encounter
 to another, as have many of the women we
 have interviewed. If they have not been beaten,
 as a child or now, it is their sisters who are
 being beaten by current husbands or lovers.
 The hand of the male is not soft and supportive
 for these women but, by and large, violent and
 brutal, a force to be feared. Given this, one
 would expect that white, working-class women
 would voice some critique of men and family.
 The most striking point here is that they do so
 only rarely, as the intimacies of the interview
 do not translate into collective sharing nor do
 they spur a critical analysis of the role of family
 and/or men in ways that begin to break the
 cyclical patterns of violence that have
 programmed and continue to regulate gender
 relations inside some white, working-class
 families. While white women were willing to
 tell us a great deal in the secret space of our
 interviews, they left relatively unaltered their
 tone of reconciled contentment in which they
 wrapped narratives of the family as loving and
 supporting, and little scratches the surface as
 these women attempt to raise the next
 generation.
 How Does Violence in the Home Affect Children?
 We have argued above that there is an
 extraordinarily high level of domestic violence
 in the homes of many of the children with
 whom we, as educators, work. Although we
 have focused on white working class families
 for present purposes, there is ample evidence
 that violence in the home spans the class
 structure, although such violence is highly
 correlated with socioeconomic status, to be
 sure. Given that biographies of violence
 permeate the homes from which many of our
 students come, what does this mean for our
 own understanding of childrens' behavior and
 resulting classroom practice? It must be clear
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 here that whether or not a child is living with
 such violence currently, if a parent has a history
 of violence it definitely affects the child. Any
 parent who grew up in a violent home (whether
 they are currently living in one or not) has been
 severely affected by this violence. As we parent,
 our parenting practices are locked into our
 own biographies. While this can certainly be
 unraveled through therapy, self-help groups
 and so forth (in other words, it is not true that
 "nothing can be done about this"), we know
 from our data that extraordinarily few of white
 working class parents have been involved in
 such activity.
 White working class families distrust therapy
 and/or don't have the money for it. Only one
 woman is involved in a self-help group even
 though numerous women narrate histories of
 alcohol and drug abuse in their families of origin,
 and severe beatings often associated with this
 abuse. It is, therefore, striking that not one
 woman considered joining Al Anon (a group for
 families of alcoholics) or Narcotics Anonymous
 (a groups for families of drug addicts).
 This is a population that "goes it alone", leaving
 emotionally tattered women and men to be
 raising the next generation. Thus the demons
 of being raised in violent homes float through
 current families , whether there is beating going
 on at the present or not. Without help, the
 imprint of being raised in a violent situation
 travels through the generations. The children
 are in our classrooms and schools, smiling, and
 sullen; victimized and victimizing. What do we
 know about the effects of violence on them?
 What do we know about the effects of violence
 on their parents, given that it is the parents who
 are narrating lives of physical abuse in our
 interviews? What kinds of parents do we have
 raising our students?
 For the past fifteen years, investigators have
 turned their attention to the plight of battered
 women. (Dobash and Dobash, 1979; Walker,
 1984; Steinmetz and Strauss, 1974; Huff, 1990).
 However, it is only recently that scholars have
 begun to unravel the effects of violence on
 children in the home. This is a relatively new
 area of research and there are still inconsistencies
 n findings. We do know, though, that children
 are deeply affected by violence in the home and
 that this unstable environment can affect the
 child's ability to succeed in school.
 At the elementary level, according to Elkind
 (1984) family problems are the main reason
 why children do not attend school. Even when
 they do attend, children from violent homes
 are often unable to concentrate in school (Jaffe,
 Wolfe and Wilson, 1990). Often children feel
 responsible for the abuse; they consider it their
 fault, just as in the case of divorce. In such a
 case children either fake illness in order to stay
 at home and "protect" the parent, or they may
 actually become sick from fear and worry
 (Afulayan, 1993).
 It is now generally acknowledged that many
 children in violent homes are the victims of
 violence themselves (Grusznski, Brink and
 Edelson, 1988). Children often become a
 convenient target in a violent home and they
 are blamed for "all that is wrong." A second
 reason for children being hurt in violent homes
 is that thrown objects can, at times,
 inadvertently hit them. Too, children
 sometimes feel that they must protect their
 mothers, and are hurt as the father lunges out
 at both the mother and child. This happens
 more to boys than girls, since boys position
 themselves as protector more than girls do
 (Fantuzzo, et. al. 1991).
 According to Wagar and Rodway (1995) each
 child has his/her own unique way of coping
 with domestic violence, and one means may be
 aggressive acts against those in the environment
 so that they may feel safer. Some children, in
 contrast, draw within themselves, exhibiting
 internalized behavioral problems such as
 somatic disorders, insomnia, and heightened
 anxiety (Hughes, 1988; Jaffe et al. 1990) Martin
 (1976) suggests that children living in homes
 with family violence feel guilt, shock and
 fear, since they are constantly at risk of being
 abused themselves. As Wagar and Rodway
 state, the "at-risk factor for children from
violent families in developing psychological
 adjustment problems is high because of the
 parental neglect when the violence appears to
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 be the primary focus of both parents."
 Hughes and Barad (1983) measured the
 psychological functioning of children who
 came to a battered women's shelter in Arkansas.
 Using several standardized self-esteem and
 anxiety measures, they concluded that the pre-
 school children were most disrupted by
 violence in terms of personality development.
 The self concept of boys tended to be more
 negative than that of girls , who had more anxiety,
 worry and oversensitivity. Additionally boys
 were more aggressive than girls and more
 aggressive than boys from non-violent homes.
 (Walker, 1984) There is also some evidence
 that boys receive the brunt of parental abuse
 (Jouriles andNorwood, 1995), thus contributing
 to higher levels of aggression among boys.
 Indeed a wide array of studies confirm these points.
 Children who grow up in violent homes are at
 considerable risk for developing a wide range of
 problems including headaches, abdominal pains,
 stuttering, enuresis and sleep disturbances (Reid,
 Kavanaugh and Baldwin, 1987) Otherinvestigators
 report thatthemostfrequentlynotedpsychological
 disturbances include depression, anxiety, suicidal
 tendencies, phobias, withdrawal, lowered self-
 esteem and overt psychoses (Hughes, 1988).
 Research also indicates that children who
 witness violence in the home exhibit more
 externalizing behaviors such as aggression and
 conduct disorders (Fagan, Stewart and Hansen,
 1983 as cited in Randolph and Conkle, 1993).
 Too, such children have more academic
 difficulties ( Westra and Martin, 1981) and lower
 measured levels of relationships with peers
 (social competence) (Wolfe, Zak, Wilson and
 Jaffee 1990). As noted above, it is also becoming
 clearer that physical abuse of children in
 homes with spousal abuse is much higher
 than normal (Baker, Arbitell and McFerron,
 1988), and, some studies estimate that it is
 129 percent higher (Gibson and Gutierrez,
 1991, as cited in Randolph and Conkle, 1993).
 The evidence is clear, then, in this relatively
 new area for research that witnessing violence
 in the home affects children in profound ways,
 including being the victim of violence
 themselves. As educators, it is important that
 we begin to pry open this silenced space and
 understand what it means when so many of
 our students both come from violent homes
 directly and/or are being raised by parents
 who were brought up in violent homes.
 The evidence is strong that current parents
 have been affected profoundly by the violence
 they witnessed as children (and perhaps felt)
 and that this, in turn, affects their parenting
 capabilities. This is not to suggest that
 parents, particularly poor parents, inhibit
 childrens' progress in school. Our intention
 in writing this is certainly not that, and we
 are aware of the possible misuses of our data
 in this direction. Rather it is our intention to
 raise awareness as to the reality of the lives
 of many of our students and the ways in
 which violence affects student behavior and
 attachment to school. And they notice that
 we educators refuse to notice.
 We tell you these stories in part to dis-comfort,
 to inform you of the depth, the pervasiveness,
 the very tedious typicality of domestic violence.
 We offer no solutions to educators, researchers
 or policy makers, except the caution that we can
 not continue to ask "as if" domestic violence or
 child abuse were idiosyncratic, anomalous,
 something that happens to few - and that those
 few will speak up when it does. No, indeed,
 such violence is indeed broad based and we
 ca  assume it is well represented in our
 classrooms. The question, then, is what is our
 responsibility to respond.
 We recognize that teachers are mandated, in
 most states, to learn about domestic violence,
 identify and report suspected victims. Many
 teachers do report; yet almost all are ambivalent,
 fully cognizant of the terrible options that
 await "identified victims." But we call for a
 deeper, more radical response to this issue. We
 see that domestic violence must be taught as
 a pervasive social problematic; an aspect of
 gendered relations in the home and on the
 streets. In history, science and English high
 school classrooms there is much to be learned;
 young women and men can be encouraged to serve
 internships in domestic violence shelters, on
 hotlines, in advocacy organizations so that they
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 understand the phenomenon to be wide spread,
 so that they recognize a social movement that is
 well developed and responsive, so that they can
 touch and feel and access resources if necessary.
 Like many social problems that schools are asked
 to contend with, we recognize that domestic
 violence has no easy answers. While we see the
 utility and the limits of inviting youngsters to
 come see the counselor; we invite more bold
 responses, built into curriculum, community
 service and critical engagement with social
 movements, so that young women and men see
 this problem as social and political, not merely
 personal; recognize the depth and pervasiveness,
 that they are "not alone," and engage with the
 sense of possibility that fuels social movements
 against violence against women.
 In the same way that girls must learn not to be
 victims, boys must learn not to be victimizers.
 Boys will not wander into the counselor's
 office; few girls do, to talk about violence at
 home. And yet, given that all students are in
 history class, English and science, many
 students enroll in Conflict Resolution courses
 today; we would argue that there are ample
 opportunities for educators to de-privatize this
 deeply personal and political feature of
 contemporary intimate life. We do have a
 responsibility to allow young people to imagine
 very different possibilities for their own lives.
 Seeing, working with and advocating for
 shelters, hot lines, temporary housing, etc.
 can be an empowering experience for any
 teenager - much less as a child who has
 endured domestic life amidst violence. Such
 exposure may be sufficient to interrupt the all
 too glib, all too assumed "cycle of violence."
 About ten years ago, Michelle and Jacqui Wade
 were interviewing women and children in
 Tennessee residing in a battered women's
 shelter. Michelle was naively, if arrogantly,
 pressing a young boy about how he felt that
 "your mother didn't leave your father when he
 was abusing her." The boy kept interrupting
 Michelle to say "But she did leave." It took a
 while for Michelle to appreciate how profound
 her ultimate exit was for his sense that domestic
 violence is not inevitable, and can be stopped.
 For this young man, at age 11, his mother
 evidenced critical authority, a capacity to care
 for herself and her children, the agency to say
 "No" and leave. It is quite possible that for this
 young man, and his sister, the well documented
 cycle was interrupted. They "cycle" may be an
 artifact of the absence of alternatives for women
 and children, not an inevitable consequence of
 violence. Once these alternatives - shelters, hot
 lines, and advocacy groups - are established
 and utilized the "cycle" maybe as anachronistic
 as the dinosaur - but, without these alternatives,
 the "cycle" will also be as deadly.
 We say all this not to "load on" another topic
 of social import; not to stuff the curricular day
 any further, but to acknowledge that educators'
 and researchers' stance toward domestic
 violence - that it is tragic, rare and in need of
 detection - may be a strategy suited only toward
 diminishing our own anxieties. Domestic
 violence is tragic, but it is also commonplace
 and it has been detected. The children are
 waiting to see what we will do about it.
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